DOCKING MASTER

Take the stress out of
docking your boat!
The Docking Master is the most
advanced wireless remote control
docking unit on the market today.
It facilitates a full range of
movement while you are anywhere
on your boat. With this small
“Wireless Remote Control”, now
the captain can be on the deck
while the yacht is approaching and
leaving the dock, expanding his
vision, awareness and simplifying
the docking procedure.

DOCKING MASTER
The Docking Master device was designed with the maximum of simplicity and efficiency
by a team of highly experienced marine engineers who put this product through severe
and rigorous testing on many different types of vessels to ensure top performance and
dependability in any marine environment.
BOAT SHAPED
REMOTE
CONTROL UNIT
FOR EASY
NAVIGATION.

FEATURES
• ADJUSTABLE TIMER
Safety feature to delay the signal between
0-4 seconds which guarantees full boat
control if the signal is lost for more than
one second.

• HI-GAIN ANTENNA
Hi-gain antenna tuning at 900MHz (ISM
Band) for interference free functionality.

• HI-SENSITIVITY RECEIVER
FSK high-sensitivity receiver with
proprietary error protocol (our redundance
plus inverted algorithm correction).
Every system has a unique digital code
link attached to each unit.

WATERPROOF
CONTROLLER
THAT FLOATS!

• SWITCHING REGULATOR
Low EMI switching power supply tested by
FCC that allows very low input current and
wide input voltage range.

COLOUR CODED REMOTE
CONTROL UNIT. EASY
PORT & STARBORD PUSH
BUTTON CONTROLS.

• SHIFTER/ECC SENSOR
Fully isolated photocoupler to sense the 		
shifter signal which instantly overrides
the boat’s electronics with the wireless 		
control system.

CONTROLS ALL ENGINES,
BO W & STERN THRUSTERS
& ANCHOR WINCH.

DO CKING MASTER HAS BEEN
THOROUGHL Y TESTED TO SAFEL Y
MANEU VER UP TO 300FT MEGA YACHTS.

RETRO FIT TO ANY BOAT
The Docking Master is a design patented and
certified leading-edge “Wireless Remote Control
System” that enables you to control all of
your yacht’s basic maneuvering and mooring
functions at the touch of a button! Docking
Master frees you from the bridge, allowing you
to safely step away from the controls to grab
a rope, or reposition a fender. Docking
Master’s ergonomic, waterproof
handheld transmitter (smaller than a
standard TV remote) gives you the
freedom to check every corner of
your boat without ever losing
touch with your thrusters,
anchor winch and main
engine shifters. Best of all,
it operates from anywhere
onboard your boat!

STAND ANY WHERE
ON YOUR BOAT
WHILE DO CKING

TOO EASY!
Ergonomically designed to
fit the softest or roughest of
hands, it responds instantaneously
to your commands. The functions are
controlled by push button micro-switches, which
engage the machinery only as long as they are held
down, immediately returning the machinery function to
neutral when released. It is ready to be used, 24/7, in any
marine environment. It does the work of several deckhands.

Get one fitted now!
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ASK ABOUT OUR RANGE OF
AVAILABLE CONTROLLERS

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER:

